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INTRODUCTION 
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a geophysical tool that is commonly used for near-
surface investigation. GPR uses electromagnetic waves in the MHz-GHz frequency range 
that are emitted by a transmitting antenna at the ground surface. When propagating through 
the subsurface, a part of the waves is reflected at each interface or object, where the 
electrical properties (conductivity and dielectric permittivity) change. These reflected waves 
can be recorded at the ground surface by a receiving antenna and provide information of the 
subsurface structure. As water content has a major influence on dielectric permittivity of 
porous materials, high contrasts as at the groundwater table cause strong radar reflections. 
On the other hand, the radar-wave velocity is linked to the dielectric permittivity and thus 
can be used to deduce soil moisture or porosity of aquifers. 
The aim of our presentation is to evaluate the capabilities of GPR for investigating a 
freshwater lens. We demonstrate the capability using field data from Borkum island, which 
is the largest and westernmost island of the East Frisian islands chain along the German 
North Sea coast. It is located 10 km north of the mainland and is a typical barrier island with 
dunes at the northern open sea side and a low marshland at the southern land side. The island 
is one of the pilot areas intensely investigated in the CLIWAT project (www.cliwat.eu). In 
addition to classical hydrological exploration techniques, various geophysical methods were 
developed and used in order to deduce a realistic groundwater model of the whole island. 
This model was used as the basis for groundwater modelling of climate-change impacts on 
the freshwater lens (Sulzbacher et al. 2012, Wiederhold et al. 2013).   
 
GPR INVESTIGATION 

Measurements 
To determine electromagnetic wave velocities and to characterise the sediments, common 
midpoint (CMP) soundings and vertical radar profiling (VRP) in groundwater observation 
wells were performed (Igel et al. 2013). Velocity distribution was similar all over the 
investigated area and was used to deduce the porosity of the near-surface sandy sediments. 
In addition, 20 km of constant offset were measured in the central and eastern part of the 
island in order to map the groundwater table and reveal the stratigraphy of the near surface 
sediments. We used GSSI equipment with 80 MHz unshielded and 200 MHz shielded 
antennas for the CMP and constant offset measurements together with a RTKGPS to 
measure the topography, which is important for further processing of the data. The VRP 
measurements in the observation wells were done with a Mala Geosciences 100 MHz 
borehole antenna. GPR performance showed to be good in the sandy dune areas with 
investigation depths of more than 10 m, whereas it was very poor at the beach and in the 
lower marshland areas due to the high attenuation of GPR waves caused by the salt water. 
 



GPR velocities and hydraulic properties 
The electromagnetic wave velocities were determined by CMP soundings at different 
locations on the island as well as by vertical radar soundings in several observation wells. 
Both methods yielded similar results for the sandy sediments with 0.124 m/ns and 0.065 
m/ns for the vadose zone and saturated sediments below the water table, respectively (Igel et 
al. 2013). Variation within the island showed to be very small which is attributed to the 
homogeneity of the aeolian and marine sediment deposition. From the radar-wave velocities 
below the groundwater table, the porosity of the sand was deduced to 35.6 vol% using the 
complex refractive index method (CRIM) and assuming full saturation. From the velocity 
within the vadose zone and assuming the same porosity as in the saturated zone, the mean 
water content for the unsaturated zone was determined to 8 vol%, which is close to the field 
capacity of the fine to medium grained sands.  

Sedimentological structures 
GPR yielded a detailed image of the upper 10 m of sediments (Figure 1). In order to assign 
the radar reflections to sedimentological interfaces, some auger and core drillings were 
driven on the profile. The upper sediments showed to be well-sorted aeolian dune sands with 
interspersed paleosoil and peat layers. In the GPR section these sediments show typical 
structures as dune foresets and cross bedding. At greater depth, the fine to medium grained 
sand is loaded with shell detritus overlying a 0.2–0.6 m thick layer of silt loam with high 
organic matter content. This layer shows a strong reflection in the GPR section at about 0 m 
asl and is interpreted as former tidal flat surface before the island was build. The layer can be 
observed in the GPR data on wide areas in the western part of the island. A detailed look at 
this reflector shows discontinuities that are interpreted as erosion channels of the former 
tideways. These structures are a few decimetres to meters wide and up to 40 cm deep so that 
the layer is likely to show some leakage to water flow. This finding is confirmed by pumping 
tests (Sulzbacher et al. 2012). They show that this layer separates the upper unconfined 
aquifer from a lower confined aquifer, but in some areas there is leakage. 
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Figure 1.  Migrated GPR section across a dune area in the central island with lithology 
from hand drillings (GWT=groundwater table). Note the high vertical exaggeration 
factor of 25. 
 

Groundwater table 
The groundwater table could be identified in most GPR sections as a distinct reflection. 
Before interpreting this reflection, one has to take into consideration that GPR – as other 
geophysical methods used for groundwater investigation – is sensitive to in-situ water 



content and not to pressure heads as readings in observation wells are. Thus, one has to 
correct the GPR groundwater tables for the capillary rise height and the transition zone 
above that influences the traveltime of the reflected waves. The GPR groundwater reflection 
showed to be 45 cm above the pressure heads in observation wells in the vicinity of the GPR 
profiles and were corrected by this value. Figure 2 shows the interpolated groundwater table 
based on observation wells, open waters and GPR data. The elevation varies from about 0 m 
(mean sea level) at the coast and in the marshland to about 3.5 m asl in the dune areas and 
shows some local depressions in the vicinity of the production wells of the local water 
supplier. In the central area of the island, the observation-well density is low and information 
from GPR enhances data coverage in this region. The benefit of such geophysical 
investigation that provides high data density is illustrated in the two insets where 
interpolation without and with additional GPR information is depicted. If no information of 
GPR was available, a significantly smaller extension of the freshwater lens in this region 
would be obtained. The insets also show the GWT in two wells that had been installed after 
generating the contour plot. They demonstrate an improper GWT map if only relying on the 
observation wells and open water information (1.5 m deviation at the verification wells) and 
support the findings of GPR investigation: a much larger freshwater lens in the centre of the 
island.  
 

 
 

Figure 2.  GWT map (contours) of Borkum island derived from observation wells and 
open water readings (diamonds) and GPR (lines). The inlet shows how the contour 
lines change when including GPR data (left hand side: without GPR, right hand side: 
including GPR) and show the water tables of two wells that were installed afterwards 
for verification of the map (hexagons). 

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
GPR has shown to be a valuable tool for investigating freshwater lenses within coastal 
environments and provides additional information to standard hydrological investigation. As 



it is a fast and non-destructive tool, it can be used to map groundwater tables on large areas 
and is therefore useful to extrapolate the exact, but only sparsely available information of 
monitoring wells and hand drillings. GPR also reveals the stratigraphy of the near-surface 
aquifer and may be used to distinguish highly permeable sediments from aquitards and 
provides hydraulic properties as porosity and water content. 
GPR is limited to environments with low attenuation of electromagnetic waves, i.e., 
environments with relatively low electrical conductivity. For clayey soils or saltwater, 
attenuation is commonly high and the depth of investigation might be very small, and GPR 
can completely fail in extreme cases. On the other hand, dry areas, solid rocks and sandy 
sediments with freshwater are promising and GPR may provide information up to a depth of 
10 m and more. Care has to be taken when interpreting the GWT reflections. The capillary 
fringe and the transition zone have to be corrected in order to obtain pressure heads from 
GPR data, which are commonly used by hydrologists. A critical step is the transformation of 
traveltimes of the reflected GPR signals into depths by migration and time-depth conversion. 
For this process, a good velocity model is indispensable, which should be calibrated at 
locations of monitoring wells or hand drillings. 
Besides the capabilities demonstrated above, there are promising approaches to extract 
further information from GPR data. Some observed weak reflections from below the GWT 
are not yet fully understood, but seem to correlate with former GWT fluctuations. 
Investigating the origin of these reflections might provide information on the recent – as well 
as the former – GWT from one single measurement only. Since the signal of the GWT 
reflection is a function of the emitted source wavelet and the shape of the transition zone, it 
might be used to deduce the water retention function of the sediment/soil without the need 
for direct access or sampling of the sediments. This will be valuable additional information 
that is not available from observation wells. CMP measurements with successively separated 
transmitting and receiving antenna are relatively time consuming and thus limited to some 
individual soundings in an area. Multi-offset measurements with antenna arrays provide 
continuous CMP data along profiles and may provide information on water content 
distribution on wide areas in the future. As GPR is a fast tool, repeatedly mapping the GWT 
on large areas can efficiently give information about seasonal variations of freshwater lenses. 
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